Global Ethics Day is an annual moment to empower ethics through the actions of individuals and organizations. It takes place on the third Wednesday of every October. Join CGIAR’s Ethics and Business Conduct (EBC) in observing this day, by diving into the resources below.
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SURVEY

Help us identify key focus areas for next year’s Ethics training and outreach events. Your voice matters!

Robust policies are essential to any organization. Find out about CGIAR’s newest policies and how they impact you.

WHAT’S ON THE NEWS?

Company boards urged to put ethical culture at the top of their agenda | The Independent

Research shows high performing employees are more prone to unethical mistakes (fastcompany.com)

BP boss Bernard Looney quits after board misled over relationships | BBC News

DISCLAIMER: EBC’s TeamSite on InfoPoint is currently under development. Look out for all our case studies and responses on our SharePoint TeamSite